“Haram ‘alaykum, haram ‘alaykum,” Muammar Qaddafi pleaded for his life to the opposition forces who had captured him in Misrata. The town of Misrata is 130 miles east along the Libyan coast from Tripoli, Qaddafi’s capital during his forty two year reign which had fallen to the opposition in September. He died hours later on the way to a hospital from bullet wounds to the head and chest. It was October 20, 2011.¹ This was the symbolic end of the eight month Libyan Civil War. President Barack Obama’s administration helped lead the international community to ensure the opposition’s success with support from the air and in the conference rooms of the United Nations.

President Obama refused to act without the support of the UN and regional leaders such as the Arab League. American attacks in conjunction with nine other nations from Canada to the United Arab Emirates on Libya were tactically effective, harkening back to President Reagan’s strikes on Libyan terrorist facilities under Qaddafi’s regime in 1986. Except in Reagan’s case, American strikes had been unilateral and abhorred by much of the foreign community. Twenty five years separates the two strikes. In that time, changed conditions in US foreign policy, the role of the United Nations, and wide contextual differences allowed for the evolution of strikes in Libya from Reagan’s leading from the front to Obama’s leading from behind. Both Presidents failed differently in utilizing the UN. Obama overstepped the UN mandate in the eyes of the foreign community and ruined the consensus which allowed for multilateral action in Libya,
while Reagan did not recognize the importance of international cooperation until his presidency was over.

Qaddafi had been an enemy of the United States since their relationship with Israel led to hostilities ending with the withdrawal of the American ambassador in 1973. In 1974, the dictator overcame ideological differences with the USSR. By doing so he could arm himself with Soviet tanks and jets, while insulting and threatening the US. During the signing of the Egyptian-Israeli Peace Treaty in 1979, Qaddafi argued that he chose to ally with the Soviets because “America is involved in a conspiracy [against the Arab world], primarily because of its policy toward Israel… The enemy of your enemy is your friend.” Qaddafi funded insurrection campaigns in Chad and Tunisia to extend his sphere of control. With the same goal in mind he aggressively pushed for Syria and Egypt to join in the Federal Arab Republic in 1971. Sadat disagreed with his rapid pace and the plan broke down. When in 1973 Syria and Egypt began the October War against Israel, Qaddafi was irate that he was not involved in operational planning. By 1979, Qaddafi gave up on conventional means of increasing his power and denounced international norms by installing a puppet government in Chad to support his occupation of the mineral-rich Aouzou region near Libya’s southern border.

Achieving success by unconventional means in Chad, Qaddafi increased his funding of terrorism and insurrection abroad against opponents whom he could not match conventionally including the United States and Israel. Qaddafi helped support Black September, the Irish Republican Army, and other terrorist organizations from South America to the Philippines. He was funneling hundreds of millions of dollars of oil money from Western countries into terrorist
groups who would attack in large part those Western countries. Forty percent of terrorist attacks involved Americans. He additionally seized the Gulf of Sidra which laid in international waters in 1973 and claimed the airspace above it as Libyan. In 1979 Qaddafi’s anti-American propaganda enflamed protestors in Tripoli to sack the U.S. embassy. In 1980 the US cut all diplomatic ties with Libya. Two times in one week, Libyan aircraft allegedly fired on unarmed American reconnaissance planes in the Gulf of Sidra. Carter found no way to rebuke against Libya’s aggression besides threats and stern dialogue. He could not justify the use of aggression so soon after Vietnam, and the Iranian hostage crisis paralyzed his use of the military in the Middle East. After three small scale naval exercises in the Gulf of Sidra, Carter refused to conduct a larger mission to restore international law in the Gulf, thus recognizing de facto Qaddafi’s illegal claim. This is no small part helped Reagan get elected in 1980 on promises of increased defense spending, getting tough on the U.S.S.R., and focusing on counterterrorism.4

Reagan began immediately to counter Qaddafi’s aggression upon taking office. In his inauguration speech he stated that “when action is required to preserve our national security, we will act” and then directed that statement at state supported terrorism, “let that be understood by those who practice terrorism and prey upon their neighbors.”5 He employed a coercive strategy beginning in 1981 with the primary goals of isolating Qaddafi from the international community and weakening his ability to support terrorists. He employed economic and diplomatic sanctions with little to no success or international support. Reagan also directed subversive covert operations with Sudan against Qaddafi which failed in 1984 and assisted France in defending Chad from Libyan aggression which finally succeeded in 1987. In 1981 an assertion of naval power in the Gulf of Sidra defended American rights at sea. In 1986, responding to terrorist
attacks which Reagan believed were connected to Libya, Reagan ordered a much larger scale naval exercise in the Gulf of Sidra and Qaddafi responded much more aggressively. After Qaddafi had been militarily defeated in Chad and the Gulf, he responded by calling for more terrorist attacks in revenge.  

On April 5, 1986, terrorists bombed a bar regularly frequented by American GIs in West Berlin called La Belle Discotheque. Fifty American military personnel were injured and one was killed. American intelligence caught discussions between Tripoli and their East Berlin Bureau which discussed planning for an attack weeks ahead of time, then the day beforehand, then reported on the success of the attack afterward. A message from a Libyan Bureau in East Berlin to Tripoli hours after the attack read, “At 1:30 in the morning one of the acts was carried out with success, without leaving a trace behind.” With concrete evidence of a Libyan connection to the La Belle Discotheque attack, reports of new attacks being planning, failure in diplomatic and economic methods for five years, and a supportive public, Reagan decided it was time to strike.

With no support on sanctions, Reagan knew that there would be no positive response from Europe if he tried to form a coalition of allies, petition the United Nations, or attack with NATO. As early as April 7th, plans were underway for a unilateral strike. The United States needed British bases to launch a sufficiently large air attack to accomplish its objectives. That flight was made longer after both Spain and France rejected the use of their airspace for an attack, so the bombers had to fly through the Strait of Gibraltar. British support from Margaret Thatcher was allowed only when Reagan could prove beyond a shadow of a doubt that the attack was in self-
defense to prevent terrorist attacks like the one in West Berlin. The strike was as unilateral as possible.\footnote{9}

During the night of April 13\textsuperscript{th}, the American strike force took off in secret from several British bases. The primary targets were the barracks at Bab al-Aziziya, Tripoli Airfield, Benina Airfield, the Jamahiriya Barracks in Benghazi, a terrorist training facility in Murat Sidi Bilal, and anti-air defenses to facilitate the bombing.\footnote{10} On the morning on April 14\textsuperscript{th}, the targets were decimated by a combined force of forty-five aircraft. The operations went reasonably well despite the loss of one F-111F, the death of two pilots, and a handful of bombs which missed their targets and may have killed or injured a few dozen civilians.\footnote{11} The attack on Bab al-Aziziya caught Qaddafi and his family in the compound. Qaddafi alleged that the bombing killed his ten month old adopted daughter, but this claim has been disputed since the raid on the compound in the 2011 revolution revealed new information on the topic.\footnote{12} The bombing did however certainly injure his two sons and give Qaddafi a newfound sense of fear. Although the plan was not to assassinate the dictator, the fact that he was in the compound at the time was a bonus for Reagan. After the bombing, Qaddafi fled to the desert for months, likely in part to hide from more possible attacks.\footnote{13}

The results of the strike were mixed in the short term but more positive in the long run. On April 21\textsuperscript{st}, diplomatic sanctions from many European countries took effect in order to prevent further American action. In May, the G7 made restrictions on economic ties with terrorist sponsoring nations. These gains were offset by several terror attacks in the years after the strike which claimed their motive as revenge for the bombings. Importantly, Qaddafi did not publicly call for
reprisals, but instead only asserted his right of self-defense. In September he claimed that he had “never condoned terrorist operations.” It is arguable that the strikes had a pacifying role on the dictator’s use of terrorism in the long run.

But Qaddafi did not entirely quit terrorism for some years. Perhaps the most conflicting result of the bombings is that Libyans were involved in the 1988 terrorist attacks on Pan Am Flight 103 in Lockerbie, then UTA Flight 772 in Niger. These attacks killed hundreds of people including hundreds of Americans. Despite Reagan’s proving that the United States could defend itself unilaterally, the United Nations stepped in to condemn the acts of terrorism and demanded criminal compliance from Libya which it eventually received. After Reagan left office, Qaddafi was never found to have planned an attack on the scale of the Lockerbie incident or the La Bella Discotheque bombings. In that sense, Reagan was successful.

Reagan should have capitalized on international support in the United Nations in order to give America another instrument of power to respond to acts of terrorism. Throughout Reagan’s presidency, he was highly critical of the UN. It was only after the UN’s response to the Lockerbie incident that Reagan changed his mind and praised the organization in a speech in September 1988. The UN could have taken some weight off of American intervention if it was given strong support. However, Reagan’s change of mind was insignificant at the end of his second term. For the next two decades, America would continue to intervene unilaterally in Iraq, Kosovo, Panama, Afghanistan, and Sudan at an immense cost to the Treasury and the international community’s understanding of American interests. UN-led interventions could not
only share the costs of war but also take legitimacy away from claims that America has imperialist goals around the world.

President Obama was in a similar situation to Reagan in that he came to power after a long draining conflict in which the military was disenfranchised and that prevailing American interests and values called for a response in Libya. The circumstances surrounding his use of force beyond that could not be more dissimilar. The Obama administration had no life-or-death objectives in Libya in 2009 when he was elected. Relations between the United States and Libya did not normalized in 2006. In the five years that Qaddafi maintained diplomatic relations with the United States, he did little but embarrass himself on the world stage. Obama had laid out a Middle East strategy committed to democracy, human rights and counterterrorism. When America would inevitably use force in the Middle East, Obama wanted to “do so in partnership with Muslim communities which are also threatened.” These values did not align in Libya until February 17, 2011. Two days before that, Qaddafi imprisoned a human rights lawyer with wide respect in Libya. On what became the Day of Rage, Qaddafi ordered his police to shoot into crowds and murdered fifty protestors.

After Qaddafi’s shootings, the protests began to turn violent. The opposition forces which assembled rapidly made quick gains around Benghazi. On March 9th, after weeks of fighting, Qaddafi had won the upper hand. In the next week he pressed on towards Benghazi, the home of the uprising. In a statement given on February 22nd, Qaddafi elaborated on his murderous plan, “We will march… to purify Libya inch by inch, house by house, home by home, street by street, person by person, until the country is clean of the dirt and impurities.”
The United Nations acted with unprecedented haste. On the 22nd of February, the first UNSC meeting was held to discuss the Libyan situation. On the 25th of February, 50 member states requested a special human rights council session to investigate crimes against humanity in Libya. The UNSC passed resolution 1970 on February 26th which referred the Libyan situation to the International Criminal Court. Resolution 1970 also imposed an arms embargo, travel ban, and billions of dollars in asset freezes. On the first of March, Libya was suspended from the Human Rights Council. Qaddafi pressed on despite the economic and diplomatic sanctions. The opposition started losing ground on March 9th, and on March 12th the Arab League requested UN approval of a no fly zone. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton worked overtime to ensure the passage of Resolution 1973 on March 17th which imposed the no-fly zone and authorized member nations to use “all necessary measures” short of occupation to save Libyan civilians’ lives.22

With days left before Qaddafi would reach Benghazi, the no fly zone was established. France began the air strikes of Operation Odyssey Dawn and soon all capable NATO nations were participating in strikes on anti-aircraft facilities and Libyan military targets. They stopped Qaddafi’s advance on Benghazi. By March 31st Operation Odyssey Dawn had completed its objectives of protecting Libyan citizens in Benghazi and establishing a no-fly zone.23 America continued striking Qaddafi’s military assets under Operation Unified Protector run by NATO.24

The opposition slowly became a professional fighting force and gained ground on Qaddafi. With air support the opposition could consolidate their gains and advance, and by June Qaddafi’s
forces were showing signs of collapse. In August the war was effectively over and Tripoli was soon captured. Qaddafi himself was captured and murdered in October. The National Transitional Council had been fully recognized by the United States in May when they were invited to open an office in Washington, DC.25

President Obama declared all American objectives completed in his speech discussing the events on March 28th. He argued that American values compelled action in the region despite there not being any immediate reward in security or resources. By supporting Libyan democracy, Hillary Clinton argued that the Administration “would increase U.S. standing in the Arab world, and it would send an important signal for the Arab Spring movement.”26 As a simple matter of cost-benefit, the entire American role in the conflict cost a total of around one billion dollars, or about a week in Afghanistan or Iraq.27 For that cost, Americans overthrew a dictator who had a long history of supporting terrorism and damaging American interests in the Middle East, supported a new democracy, and protected the lives of tens or hundreds of thousands of people. Unspoken is the hope that a democratic Libya will be a permanent ally of the nations who helped them in their struggle for independence. Furthermore, America needed to support the United Nations and NATO in order to diminish its costly role as the global police force. The United Nations, by undermining a sovereign state, hugely expanded its power in 2011 and showed that it is capable of doing just as much as any of the P5 if it is given the means of doing so.

The larger cost of the intervention may be that many member states no longer trust the United Nations with intervention in humanitarian conflicts. The UN did not intervene in Syria despite similar conditions and a much more oppressive and violent dictator. Russia and China now
block most action in the UN against the Assad regime. Many nations argued that member states went beyond the UNSC mandate by assisting in Qaddafi’s ouster after the initial humanitarian intervention.\textsuperscript{28} It is the first time in history that a government was deemed to have lost its sovereignty due to a failure in its responsibilities to its citizens.

President Obama should have respected the UNSC mandate with as limited a scope as possible to give little reason to Russia and China to stop accepting humanitarian intervention as an international norm in the future. Both states abstained in order to allow the resolution to pass due to sweeping international and regional support.\textsuperscript{29} That consensus support was lost due to the broad interpretation of Resolution 1973 which facilitated overthrowing Qaddafi in order “to find a solution to the crisis which responds to the legitimate demands of the Libyan people.”\textsuperscript{30} NATO should have sought clarification and permission to go further to assist the revolutionaries against Qaddafi when the initial operation was complete.\textsuperscript{31}

When a similar humanitarian crisis became preventable in Syria that fall, Russia could veto time and time again without repercussion because of division of opinion on humanitarian intervention in the international community. President Obama’s primary interest in intervening was to create a situation whereby America did not have to act unilaterally to support its interests or values. He mistakenly believed that he could replace American capacity with international intervention capacity without treading lightly.

The American situation in Libya has been difficult since the revolution, but it will take time to see if the cost-benefit analysis of American action was correct. Liberals won the first Libyan
election in June with the Muslim Brotherhood second, but that may have led to the bombing of the American Embassy in Benghazi by dozens of members of Ansar al-Sharia, a radical Islamic militia which assisted in the overthrow of Qaddafi. More significant than that is the setback in international trust of the UN handling humanitarian intervention. America will have to continue acting unilaterally to promote its values and interests.

Reagan had led from the front, and Obama had led from behind. Both were tactically successful, but Reagan had to go it alone and Obama had almost universal international support. The situations were significantly different. Reagan was dealing with a violent Qaddafi who was active in attacking America and its allies over a period of several years. Obama saw Qaddafi as a peripheral problem and only decided to strike when an opportunity made the cost of action less than the cost of inaction. Both Presidents saw meagre successes in the short term and significant setbacks. Reagan accomplished his long term goals of weakening Qaddafi and getting international aid in counterterrorism.

Reagan and Obama’s strikes on Libya have changed the international community’s norms in dealing with crises. What may have been more important for Reagan than preventing terrorism was proving to the world that if the United States is threatened it will act unilaterally if it has to, thus unwittingly giving incentive for most nations to increase the power and legitimacy of international organizations. Reagan may have had an unknowing hand in giving the United Nations the legitimacy to intervene in Libya in 2011. We cannot know yet the full effects of Obama’s assistance of Libyan intervention. More important than the effects on the American relationship with Libya may be its changing role in the international community. Obama
established a doctrine whereby if the international community agrees to intervene in an area with regional support, America will use its military, economic and diplomatic means to carry out the will of the international community. Unfortunately, his eager willingness to do so in Libya has hurt the UN’s power to act decisively in humanitarian crises. Reagan’s leading from the front allowed for some of the conditions which twenty five years later allowed Obama to lead from behind. Reagan should have had the foresight to see that international organizations could be extremely useful in promoting American values and defending American interests. Obama should have been more careful in using the UN mandate in order to preserve that organization’s ability to give such mandates.
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